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D r .  W a l t e r s  r e s i g n s  f r o m  p r e s i d e n c y
By Virginia Delgado
Correspondent_____
On Sept. 15 the Board of 
Trustees held their first meeting 
of the 1988-89 academic year.
At the meeting, it was report­
ed that President Donald E. 
Walters will terminate his pre­
sidency due to medical reasons 
after Nov. 1, 1988. Until a new 
president can be appointed, Dr. 
Richard S. Lynde will continue 
as acting president.
The board announced it will 
now be taking suggestions from 
all departments within the col­
lege for nominees for the search 
committee.
Mr. Murray Cole, chairper­
son of the board, said that under 
Walters’ tenure, the college has 
won two challenge grants, one 
for the school of fine and
performing arts, and another 
for the Institute for Critical 
Thinking.
Cole added that Walters has 
improved the physical appear­
ance of the college and deve­
loped many outstanding pro­
grams such as the international 
studies program and the college 
honors program, and he has 
brought new ethics and values 
to the school.
“His leadership and contribu­
tions will be remembered and 
valued.” said Cole.
Addressing the point that the 
committee will have a very short 
time to find a new president, 
Cole stated, “the process will 
not be rushed and it will be given 
the attention required.”
During the conference ses­
sion, Dr. Geoffrey Newman, 
dean of the school of fine and 
performing arts, reported on the
Sprague Library's 25th 
anniversary celebrated
By Amber Smith
Correspondent
With a festive, fall spirit, staff 
members will kick off Sprague 
Library’s 25th anniversary in 
October.
Spearheading the event is 
Luis Rodriguez, circulation 
librarian. The focus of this 
year’s celebration is to reflect on 
the library’s history, the changes 
in services over the years, and 
its future, said Rodriguez.
Student related activities 
include a “Do You Know Your 
Library?” contest, where prizes 
will be awarded, and amnesty 
at the circulation desk, where 
students will be given breaks on 
book fines.
A student reception will take 
place Oct. 4 and 5 in front of 
the library. Balloons, pencils, 
bookmarks, and book bags will 
be handed out and refreshments 
will be served. In the event of 
inclement weather, the event 
will take place in the library 
lobby.
A formal reception will take 
place on Oct. 7. The keynote 
speaker will be Joan Segal, 
executive director of the Asso­
ciation of College and Research 
Libraries, American Library 
Association, said Rodriguez. 
Segal will speak about the 
relationship between the future 
scholar and library.
Other speakers will include 
Gregory Waters, acting vice
president of academic affairs, 
and a retired MSC librarian. 
The reception is by invitation 
only, and M ontclair State 
deans, faculty, retired librar­
ians, top area administrators 
and library directors are expect­
ed to attend.
An exhibit will be on display 
the entire month of October, 
said Rodriguez. It will show the 
changes Sprague Library has 
undergone since it was built.
The Sprague building was 
constructed in 1963, according 
to Rodriguez. Library services 
were formerly conducted in 
College Hall.
The library was built in honor 
of Dr. Harry A. Sprague, ed­
ucator and former MSC pres­
ident, who visualized a “great” 
central library and “adequate 
facilities” for Montclair State 
College, according to a library 
document.
As stated in a 1977 Star 
Ledger article, Sprague received 
his B.S., M.A., and Ph.D from 
Columbia University. He re­
ceived his honorary documents 
from Fairleigh Dickinson Uni­
versity and Montclair State 
College.
Library Director Blanche 
Haller was able to see the 
changes the library has gone 
through in the past 25 years. 
Haller said, “Montclair State 
has grown tremendously, which 
has resulted in the library’s 
expansion.”
continued on p. 6___________
programs and activities the 
school has undertaken since it 
was awarded $5.7 million in a 
Challenge Grant in 1986.
Two of their most successful 
projects were Theaterfest and 
The Ellis Island Project. They 
have also used the money to 
purchase a great deal of state 
of the art equipment.
The board members ap­
proved a policy for construction 
projects. In accordance with 
MSC policy and procedure for 
construction, the board must 
approve till projects in excess of 
$200,000.
A number of projects, aimed 
at improving the campus facil­
ities will be awarded by the 
Division of Buildings and Con­
struction (DBC).
Vice President of Administra­
tion and Finance William H.
Griffith updated the board on 
the Jobs, Education, and Com­
petitiveness Bond Issue.
This bond, if passed, would 
bring $350 million to the state’s 
public and private colleges and 
universities. According to Grif­
fith, $308 million would be used 
for providing construction and 
renovation of buildings. The 
remaining $42 million would be 
dedicated to expanding the 
state’s network of advanced 
technology centers.
The college would use $15.7 
million of the funds from the 
bond act towards a new library, 
Griffith said.
With the bond issue passed, 
plus subsequent matching 
funds, MSC may also approp­
riate $1.3 million for an addition 
to the McEachem Music build­
ing.
One million dollars would 
also go towards a new building 
to house the campus police, 
security staff, and central stores 
and receiving functions. A new 
access road into the north 
parking lot would be construct­
ed with $1.5 million of the 
funds, said Griffith.
A coalition has been formed 
to urge voter approval of the 
bond issue. Robert E. Allen, 
chairman and chief executive 
officer of AT&T, will serve as 
chairman of the coalition. The 
coalition urges voters to support 
the bond issue to maintain New 
Jersey’s standards in education, 
Allen said.
The committee includes or­
ganizations from all parts of 
New Jersey life such as business, 
industry, labor, educators, and 
scientists.
E n d  o f  a c t i v e  c a r e e r
By Jane Bech Nielsen
Assignment Editor__________
At last week’s Board of Trus­
tees meeting it was announced 
that Dr. Donald E. Walters has 
decided not to return to his 
active status as president of 
MSC. He will continue to be 
on medical leave through Au­
gust 31.
According to a memo re­
leased by Murray L. Cole, 
Chairperson of the Board of 
Trustees, Walters has been on 
medical leave since last fall, 
following a diagnosis of a type 
of cancer of the brain. In a letter 
to the board, Walters said he 
had made his decision after 
consultation with and upon 
recommendation of his physi­
cians.
Walters, 54, was named pres­
ident of the college in 1984, 
following a national search for 
a successor to Dr. W.D. Dick­
son. Before coming to MSC, 
Walters had more than 20 years 
of experience in higher educa­
tion, according to a press release 
from the Office of Public Infor­
mation.
Board members said Walters 
tenure at MSC was marked by 
significant forward strides. 
Walters was active in the state­
wide campaign for passage of 
the autonomy legislation which 
has provided the college with an 
opportunity to achieve large 
measures of fiscal and opera­
tional independence.
Former President Donald E. Walters resigned from 
his position on Sept. 15, due to medical problems.
Walters initiated several new 
programs at MSC, according to 
the press release. These included 
an ongoing series of Ethics and 
Values Seminars for corporate 
executives and other profession­
al, academic and community 
leaders, and a series of Public 
Policy Forums designed to 
focus attention on matters of 
relevance to New Jersey and its 
citizens.
Walters also instituted the
annual Presidential Symposi­
um, which gives participants an 
opportunity to examine issues 
of national concern to higher 
education.
During Walters’ presidency, 
the Justice William J. Brennan, 
Jr. chapter of the Essex Inn of 
Court was instituted on campus 
as the New Jersey Bar Associ­
ation’s first effort in a program 
of career development, accord- 
continued on p. 5
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Mentors help minorities 
overcome their difficulties
By Lynn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief
The Minority Student Men-, 
tor Program held its first recep­
tion on Monday, Sept. 19.
The “Get Acquainted Recep­
tion” was held in the Student 
Center Ballrooms at 4:00 p.m.
Dr. Richard A. Lynde, acting 
president, said in his welcoming 
address that the program is a 
unique experiment.
“These students now know 
they have someone to go to, 
someone to talk to who has been 
there before,” Lynde said.
Dr. Curtis M. Jackson, direc­
tor of Intra-Collegiate Academ­
ic Programs (ICAP), provided 
a brief history of the program.
“It was modest to begin with,” 
Jackson said. “The program’s 
original goal was to provide a 
maximum of 75 students with 
about 20 mentors to help them 
in their transition to college.”
Jackson added, “Presently, 
there are over 100 mentors to 
serve 226 potential minority 
mentees.”
Dr. Carlos Pratt, assistant 
professor of psychology, 
stressed to the minority mentees 
that “faculty members want you 
to succeed—they are ready to 
help you.”
After the reception, Jackson 
spoke of the reason the college
instituted the program.
“The program began as an 
effort to improve the retention 
of students,” Jackson noted. 
“Research tells us that the 
people who make a connec­
tion—a bridge between them­
selves and someone who can 
guide them—early in their col­
lege career, are more likely to 
stay at college.”
“A minority student has a 
more difficult time making such 
connections at college,” Jack- 
son added. “Most students find 
the first few weeks of school 
traumatic, and are afraid of 
reaching out or getting involved 
in college activities.”
“Because of the racism that 
is prevalent in our society, 
minority students are faced with 
additional barriers such as 
preconceptions of their back- 
rounds and values,” Jackson 
said.
He added that he hopes this 
program will be able to cut 
across racial barriers.
“I want these students to see 
Montclair State as a caring 
place,” Jackson said.
Jackson believes the program 
is the first of its kind in New 
Jersey, and he hopes that the. 
advantages of the program will 
eventually spread to other stu­
dents at the college.
News Notes
Registration
Confirmation schedules were mailed to all students for the fall 
1988 semester, on Sept. 22, 1988. Schedules for students who live 
on campus were sent to their home address.
Students must review this schedule to make sure that the courses 
agree (by number, day, and time) with those which they are 
attending.
If there is ANY discrepancy with your schedule, you must report 
to the Office of the Registrar, Immediately!
Failure to resolve these discrepancies will result in no credit 
or failing grades for some of your courses. All registration must 
be made by October 4, 1988.
If you have not received a confirmation schedule, you must 
report to the Office of the Registrar immediately.
All copies of your registration transactions should be brought 
with you when making inquiries.
Tour South America
The sociology department at MSC announces its “comparative 
social analysis” course, to be offered in the Winter intersession. 
This 3 s.h. course will combine lecture time with a 2-week tour 
of Brazil and Argentina. Dr. Benjamin Hadis will teach and 
conduct this course/ tour.
The price of the tour is $1,250. This includes round-trip air 
transportation (Pan American); lodging (double occupancy) for 
5 nights in Rio and 8 nights in Buenos Aires; airport transfers; 
and tips to porters at airports and hotels.
The tour will have a maximum of 15 participants. It can also 
be taken not-for-credit by both MSC students and friends/ relatives, 
but enrolled students will be given priority.
For a brochure call Dr. Hadis at 893-7276.
SGA News
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Greeks meet 
with SGA
By Barbara Di Maria
Correspondent______
The SGA - has scheduled a 
mandatory meeting for two 
representatives from the Greek 
Council to meet with two repre­
sentatives from the SGA to be 
conducted on Sept.29.
The bond issue was discussed 
once again at last night’s meet­
ing. The issue can be voted on 
by registered voters in the 
upcoming election. The SGA is 
planning a voter registration 
week which will be announced 
in the upcoming next week.
The SGA congratulated John 
Dorval, who was re-elected as 
athletic director, and Tammy 
Burke, who was elected as 
president pro temp, at last 
night’s SGA meeting.
The SGA congratulated the 
Montclair Indians for winning 
their first home game of the 
season this past Saturday night. 
The final score was MSC-14 
and East Stroudsburg-12.
The SGA is informing all 
those who are planning to turn 
in their petitions for legislature 
and board member positions 
that these are due in the office 
of the SGA on Friday Sept. 23 
at noon sharp.
Í ÍT
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‘DO YOU KNOW YOUR LIBRARY ?’
CONTEST!
GRAND
DELICIOUS 
DINNER FOR 
TVO AT THE
ROBIN HOOD INN o n
VALLEY ROAD IN CLffTON  
' AND A  WEBSTER’S NINTH 
NEW COLLEGIATE 
DICTIONARY
2 TIX 
TO A
MOVIE OF 
YOUR CHOICE 
AT THE
BELLEVUE THEATER
ON BELLEVUE AVENUE IN 
UPPER MONTCLAIR AND A
WEBSTER’S NINTH NEW 
COLLEGIATE ■ 
DICTIONARY
2 ND  
PR  I Z E
( 5 ) WEBSTER'S 
NINTH NEW
COLLEGIATE
DI CTIONARY J
!
T O
ENTER
ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW CORRECTLY.
DROP ANSWERS IN BOX AT LIBRARY REFERENCE DESK.
FIRST 7 CORRECT ENTRIES PULLED AT STUDENT 
RECEPTION ON OCT.5 WIN; NEED NOT BE PRESENT .
ELIGIBLE: MSC STUDENTS!
1 WHICH OF THESE VIDEOS IS NOT IN THE LIBRARY'S COLLECTION? 
A.The Philadelphia Story. B. Assorted Nazi Political Films C. Deep Throat
2. HOW COULD YOU FIND SCHOLARLY SPORTS JOURNAL ARTICLES?
A. The Music Index B. Heaven Only Knows C. Physical Education Index
3. THE LIBRARY RESERVE DESK IS LOCATED:
A. In Panzer Gym B. At the Circulation Desk
4. THE 'INFOTRAC' INDEX HELPS YOU FIND:
A. Books in the library. B. Articles in journals C. Meaning in life
NAME DAYTIME PHONE
WATCH FOR MORE LIBRARY ANNIVERSARY EVENTS
Campus Police Report^
Vehicle recovered in Lincoln Tunnel
By Robert Tomeo
Correspondent______________
Between 8:30 p.m. on Sept. 
6 and 1:00 a.m. Sept. 7, a 1982 
Grand Prix was stolen from lot 
20.
The car was stopped at 1:30 
a.m., Sept. 7, in the Lincoln 
Tunnel for a motor vehicle 
violation by a Port Authority 
police officer. When the officer 
pulled the driver of the car, Tito 
Ortiz, over he noticed that the 
key was missing from the igni­
tion and that there was damage 
to the steering column.
The patrolman opened the 
door to grab Ortiz, but was 
pulled in by the driver and 
dragged 500 feet before the car 
crashed head-on into a bus.
The officer suffered superfi­
cial wounds. Ortiz was charged 
with aggravated assualt, resist­
ing arrest, possession of a stolen 
vehicle, and possession of bur­
glar’s tools.
In October 1987, several 
students were arrested for pos­
session of marijuana.
On Sept. 13, the offenders 
appeared before Judge Savenda 
in Little Falls Municipal Court. 
They entered a pre-trial inter­
vention program for first time 
offenders, receiving 6 months of 
drug rehabilitation in a program 
supervised by the Passaic
County probational depart­
ment. Each offender also re­
ceived a $95 fine.
Between 11:00 p.m., Sept. 5 
and 3:00 p.m., Sept. 7, a Ford 
Mustang parked in lot 23 had 
its stereo stolen.
A car’s window was smashed 
sometime between 1:00 p.m., 
Sept. 4 and 7:00 p.m., Sept. 7. 
The item stolen from the car, 
which was parked in lot 30, was 
a stuffed animal.
A Clove Road resident re­
ported that she was being ha­
rassed by her ex-boyfriend on 
Sept. 7. No complaints were 
filed, but the resident said she 
would file one if the harassment 
continued.
A radar detector was stolen 
from the glove compartment ol 
a 1984 Ford Tempo sometime 
between 1:00 a.m. and noon 
Sept. 10. The car was parked 
in lot 23.
A 1967 Pontiac was stolen 
from lot 24 between 11:00 p.m., 
Sept. 11 and 10:30 a.m., Sept. 
12.
A Plymouth Horizon was 
broken into between 7:30 p.m., 
Sept. 11 and 2:50 p.m., Sept. 
12. The item stolen from the car, 
which was parked in lot 23, was 
a stuffed animal.
A stereo and a radar detector 
were stolen from a 1988 Volks­
wagen sometime between 4:45
and 9:14 p.m. on Sept. 12. The 
car was parked in lot 25.
A television and a VCR were 
stolen from an A-floor Clove 
Road Apartm ent sometime 
between 11:30 p.m., Sept. 12 
and 5:00 a.m., Sept. 13. The 
apartment was entered through 
a front window.
A bomb threat was called into 
the Montclair Police Depart­
ment on Sept. 9. The caller 
identified the Rathskellar as the 
location of the bomb. The area 
was evacuated but no device 
was found.
A ground-floor Clove Road 
Apartment was burglarized 
between 11:30 p.m. on Sept. 12 
and 5:00 a.m. on Sept. 13. The 
intruder entered through the 
front window and stole a T.V. 
and V.C.R.
Between 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 
15 and 6:30 a.m. on Sept. 16, 
the side and hood of 1986 
Toyota parked behind Blanton 
Hall was scratched.
A 1975 Chevy was broken 
into in lot 24 and a radar 
detector was stolen from the car. 
The theft occurred between 
11:30 p.m. on Sept. 14 and 1:40 
a.m. on Sept. 15.
A 1977 Toyota Corolla was 
broken into and an attempt was 
made to steal the car, which was 
parked in lot 30. This occurred 
on Sept. 19 between 5:00 and
9:15 p.m.
On Sept. 16, Mallory Hall 
was illegally entered between 
5:30 and 6:30 a.m. A candy 
machine was broken into.
A radar detector and a stereo 
were stolen from a 1980 Volks­
wagen in lot 20 between 9:45 
p.m. on Sept. 16 and 7:45 a.m. 
on Sept. 17.
Between 3:00 p.m. on Sept. 
13 and 3:00 p.m. on Sept. 15 
a protective covering, along 
with 2 mirrors were stolen from 
a 1971 Chevy Camaro in lot 20.
On Sept. 17 the campus 
police received a report from a 
pedestrian that she was being 
harassed by a male in a car. The 
male was later found in a 
parking lot. The male, who was 
not an MSC student, was ar­
rested for harassment.
Two speakers were stolen, 
and an attempt was made to 
steal a stereo from a 1980 Dodge 
Omni parked in lot 19. The theft 
occurred between 2:00 p.m. on 
Sept. 17 and 12:00 p.m. on Sept. 
18.
A 1988 Jeep Cherokee was 
stolen from lot 28 between 11 
p.m. on Sept. 17 and 1:00 a.m. 
on Sept. 18.
Between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 
p.m. on Sept. 15, a 1979 Chevy 
Monte Carlo was stolen from 
Lot 30.
Walters
continued from p. 1
ing to the press release.
The board said until a new 
president has been selected by 
a presidential search committee, 
Dr. Richard A. Lynde will 
continue to serve as acting 
president of the college.
Walters led MSC to win Gov. 
Thomas H. Kean’s ‘challenge’to 
the state colleges, according to 
the press release. In 1986, MSC 
was the only state college to win 
two Challenge Grants totaling 
$6.9 million—one in fine and 
performing arts and another in 
the area of critical thinking.
Among other achievements, 
said board members, Walters 
was responsible for improving 
the financial position o f  the 
college. He developed new 
procedures for reviewing aca­
demic programs and restruc­
tured the graduate education 
program. In addition, he direct­
ed the implementation of new 
administrative software systems 
and the organization of a mar­
keting and fund raising effort.
\
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Sprague Library celebrated
continued from p. 1
She added, “We've gone from 
the small, essentially teacher’s 
college collection, to the sophis­
ticated state-of-art library we 
have today.”
Commenting on the 25th 
library anniversary, Haller said 
it is the perfect opportunity for 
a festive occasion.
Rodriguez also commented 
on the library’s expansion. “I 
think we’ve made an enormous 
amount of progress since the 
Sprague building has been 
open.”
Rodriguez added that there 
are up-to-date services which 
have allowed the library to 
expand. New services include an 
increased book collection, com­
puterized retrieval services, 
interlibrary loan services, a 
seperate government document 
depository department, non­
print media services, and a
change from the Dewey Decim­
al to the Library of Congress 
system.
Jarieau Israel, a junior ma­
joring in political science, was 
asked if he was pleased with 
library efficiency and services.
“ I t’s fine, except for the 
hours. I wish they would extend 
them,” said Israel.
Another student, who asked 
not to be identified, said, “the 
services are excellent in regard 
to updated book selections. 
However, the fault of the system 
is that there are no renewals of 
books. The highest mark is 
given for access time and up­
dated book selections.”
The last library anniversary 
took place in 1978, according 
to Pat Sanders, coordinator of 
reference services. Sanders said 
this year’s anniversary is expect­
ed to be larger because of 
increased publicity.
M SC
Jewish Student
Union
INVITES EVERYONE 
TO
S u k k o t  D e c o r a tin g
D a y ! ! !
Date: Wed. Sept. 28th 
Time: 10:00-3:00 
Place: Student Center Mall
Free Food for Everyone!
‘Come and help us decorate 
and help this 
festive holiday!"
J.S.U. is a Class 4 org. of S.G. A.
5 Come find God’s Love
Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship
Every Thursday night
7:30
Student Center Em 411
At Smith Corona, simplicity 
Is the mother of invention.
Our engineers racked their brains so you won’t have to.
We make 
the simplest 
typewriters 
in memory.
We started out with a very sim­
ple idea.
To make electronic typewriters 
and word processors that have lots 
of great features but are very simple 
to use.
So simple you 
don’t have to keep 
one eye on your 
typing and one eye 
on the instruction 
manual.
So simple you 
don’t need a degree 
in computer pro­
gramming to operate them.
So simple they can even make 
a confirmed non-typist comfortable 
at the keyboard.
Call it human engineering if you 
like. Or call it ergonomics. Or call it 
plain old inspiration.
What we came up w ith is a 
line of remarkable typewriters that 
are sophisticated without being 
complicated.
In fact, they're unlike any other 
typewriters you've ever seen before... 
or used before...or muttered at before.
Take our new Smith Corona 
SD 700. (Lots of people are going to.)
We call the SD 700 the Memory 
Typewriter. You just may call it the 
simplest typewriter in memory.
It features a 7.000 character 
editable memory you can access with 
the mere flip of a switch.
Combined with the 16 character 
LCD display, you can proofread, cor­
rect and make changes before you 
ever put anything down on paper.
Of course, should you want to
Give your typing a screen test.
make changes on paper, we've made 
that simpler than ever too.
On the SD 700. as well as on 
every new Smith Corona typewriter, 
you'll find our new correcting 
cassette.
It’s easy-to-load and you can 
insert it in seconds.
There are no spools to 
unwind. No complicated threading. 
No tangles.
So now correcting mistakes 
is as easy as making them.
We’ve reformed 
the correction system.
Add features like a Spell-Right '’ 
50,000 word electronic dictionary. 
WordFind; WordKraser, Full Line 
Correction and much more and you’ve 
got a typewriter that’s not just incred­
ibly simple to use. but simply impos­
sible to pass up.
Of course, the same goes for 
every other Smith Corona typewriter 
and word processor as well.
Which is why we 
recommend that you 
hurry to your nearest 
store and try  our 
machines yourself.
Obviously, they 
won’t come to vou.
Yet.
SMITH 
CORONK
TOM0^ ^ ^ £ ? UX3Y
For more information on this product.write to Smith Corona Corporation. «5 Locust Avenue. New Canaan. IT 00X40 
or Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.t440 Tapscott Road. SrarbnmuKh.OMario.Canada Milt IY4.
» »0000000%
Positions available 
waiters, waitresses, bartenders 
Excellent wages. Flexible hours
Benefits.
94th Bom b G roup  
R estaurant
195 Passaic Ave 
Fairfield, NJ
Applications accepted 
between 9 am-10 pm 
See manager on duty
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Compiled and photographed by Kevin C. 
Onorevole
Phi Alpha Psi Senate rocks with a tailgate party before this past 
Saturday’s home opening football game.
>oooooooooooo<
nght way to start a fire.
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D ays, Nights or W eekends 
No Experience N ecessary 
E n try  Level to  A dvanced 
Convenient Local A ssignm ents 
S T A R T  N O W !
A cctg ., Adm in., B kkpg., Clerical, 
Cust. Relations, D ata E n try , 
Personnel, Prog., Reception, 
Sec’y , Ty p in g ’ W ord  Proc. ... 
C A L L  N O W !
A sk  fo r W en dy at 256-2444 
S T E E P L E  T E M P O R A R Y  
S E R V IC E S
25 Notch Road, Little Falls, N J
n (N e a r Up. M ontclair/Valley R d .)
□ N E V E R  A  F E E !
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RENT-A-
ROOMMATE.
Now you can 
have a roommate 
you're guaranteed to 
get along with. And 
all you have to do is 
call Granada TV 
Rental.
At Granada, com­
panionship comes 
cheap. When you 
rent 'til the end of 
the school year, your 
student I.D. gets you 
a Magnavox or RCA 
color TV, or VCR, 
for as little as 
$19.95-$29.95 a 
month. And our 
incredible combo of­
fer—a TV, VCR and 
stand—for just 
$37.95 a month.
r \à k
£
And. let's face it. 
you don't have to 
have a PhD in 
economics to realize 
they're the best deals 
around.
What's more, our 
low rates also include 
free service and 
repairs, usually 
within 24 hours.
And if we can't fix it 
on the spot, we ll 
give you a free 
loaner.
So give us a call 
today and let us set 
you up with an ideal 
roommate. Just 
think, if it ever gets 
on your nerves, you 
can simply shut it off.
GRANADA TV RENTAL
THE RENTAL SPECIALISTS
FOR INFORMATION CALL: (51«) 756-9898, OR (201) 672-1500
A F F Y S ...
^finitely-
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DAFFY'S
IFFERENT!
Openings In 
East Hanover
YOU know -the  name for designer 
Ladies, Mens.& Childrens fashions, 
at deep-discounted prices. NOW 
look how different we are with job 
opportunities.
The d if fe re n c e  b e g in s  w ith  
a better benefits package -N O T  
ONLY for full tim e Associates, but 
many benefits that are shared by 
BOTH FU LL AN D  PART TIM E 
EMPLOYEES.
C om petitive  salaries, vacations.
100% CO M PAN Y PAID d e n ta l, 
m ed ica l, TU ITIO N  REIM BURSE­
M ENT (up to 100%), S to re w id e  
D iscounts , paid s ick days, paid
holidays, paid holidays on your B irthday and date of hire 
anniversary.
AND WE RE FLEXIBLE W ITH YOUR...
TIM E SCHEDULE, LOCATION & EXPERIENCE
Right now we have immediate openings for FULL & PART-TIME 
Sales Associates & Trainees for all sorts of time schedules; DAY, 
EVENING or WEEKEND.
Because DAFFY'S is in ALL THE RIGHT PLACES, you won t 
have to travel far for this opportunity. Chances are we re already 
in your backyard. Being a neighbor, you know the environm ent 
is friendly, relaxed and comfortable.
So whether you're a "RETAIL-PRO", a STUDENT, or a RETURNEE 
coming back to the w orkforce looking to B-R-E-A-K in to 
RETAIL-DAFFY'S could make a DIFFERENCE' in your life'
If you'd like to  find  ou t more, call 
the  S tore  M anager or stop by the  store.
201-428-0360
Route 10, 1 mile West of Livingston Circle, East Hanover
DAFFY’S
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
BlglS15151S15fil5fiigS5fil5l515I^ BS5151S151S15B151SIS15l5l5151SA
Ras© « s s ^ n s H i
WELCOMES YOU TO THEIR
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 29
8:00 pm  in  BALLROOM C
FEATURING: HILARIOUS 
COMEDIAN/MAGICIAN
FOLLOWED AFTERWARDS BY
¡m s u m s m is  nm n
>030
D ate B ook
Monday, September 26,1988, 
4 P.M. - 5 P.M., Student Center 
Room 402 General Member­
ship Meeting. Sponsored by 
E .O .F. S tudent Advisory 
Board. Freshmen and upper­
classmen, you are invited to 
experience the E.O.F.S.A.B. 
excitement.
W anted
-H.O. Scale Aurora Slot Car 
Sets and Accessories. Call Mike 
at 478-0379.
-1.5 cubic ft. refrigerator. Must 
be in good shape. Call 728-7480 
and ask for John.
A ttention
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Campus chapter being 
organized at MSC. If you are 
interested in the issue of affor­
dable housing in this area, 
contact Lise Greene in the 
President’s office, 893-4213.
ESSAYS & REPORTS 
16,278 to choose from-all subects 
Order catalog today with 
Visa/MC or COD
Call 1-800-351-0222
Or, rush $2.00 to:
Essays & Reports 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 
Custom research also available
* <
l
JSU is Class IV Org. of SGA
Hi
S ? 
â  d
08 (fi d
•sa ™  ^
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Personals
-9/6/88-Lauren wore pants!?! 
What happened?
-T-Sa-Happy 21st Birthday (9/ 
16/88)!! Have a Great one!
-To Ju les-H appy Birthday! 
Love Caroline
-To Gorettis—I truely admire 
your beauty. From the Quiet 
One
-To Hetz—Happy 22nd. Wel­
come to the 22 club, wuv ya 
302C
-Dave—3 years down and a 
lifetime to go. I’ll love you 
always! Happy anniversary! 
Cheryl
-Thanx to the Rush committe 
I’m still alive. I luv ya, Gail 
-Mary-thanks for all the help 
and good luck this semester! 
Love Imps
-To the girls in 109C-SCROG! 
Keep up the good work.
-To R.R. and C.L.-Achtung! 
“ Springtime for Hitler and 
Germany. Winter for Poland 
and France!” Be a smarty—Join 
the Nazi Party! Love: a fellow 
Youth Camp 101 Trainee 
-M ark-The last few weeks have 
been the best. Thanks for Sat­
urday, I couldn’t imagin being 
there without you. Love Lisa 
-Phi Sigma Sigma is the best 
choice. Go National!
-Jim, Jeff, & Ralph You guys 
are so HOT!!!!!
-Barbra! Happy belated 22nd 
birthday!! With lots of love, 
your too far away best friend, 
Lisa. P.S. Mellow Out!!
-Lisa and Erin—I’m warning 
you—stay away from the food 
in Blanton; Road Kill Ameri­
ca!!!! Love Lee!? P.S. “Don’t 
worry, be happy!” 
-Chris-You’re in my soc. class 
and you seem like such a nice 
guy! I’d love to get to know you. 
Please reply. Signed, A class­
mate
-Scooter—Good luck! Love 
Perky
-JMB—October 22...It’s com­
ing!!! Love You, PBL 
-Lemonhead—You Know what 
time it is! Happy belated b-day! 
-Scooter—who’ll it be Bert?
-To the bottled blonde in the 
$5 spandex outfit—GET A 
REAL LIFE!! From the self- 
respecting women of MSC 
-Mare (or should we say Purple 
Rock, The Hook, or Date 
Rape?) No b-b-back s-s-stabing 
here hon! Love your ankle 
buddy
-T’sa-H ere’s to the Biggest and 
Brightest year Sigma’s ever had! 
Knock ’em dead! luv ya! Jules 
-Sigma Delta Phi since 1947- 
Cause if you’re gonna do it...Do 
it right!!
-T’sa—Congrats! You finally 
made it—Happy 21st Birthday. 
There’s nothing stopping us 
now—except maybe my driver’s 
license
-To the babypuss-Thank you 
for enlightenment on SBD’s. 
My college career wouldn’t have 
been complete. Love, the other 
babypuss
-Hammerhead-You found out 
the secret word!!! Oh.nooooo!-
-Kim & Christin—You guys are 
CORKING roommates! You 
wail! Thanks for the cockroach- 
-it made my night! Love, me 
-Pledge Iota Gamma Xi!!! Wel­
come back sisters! 
-Christin-Eat ALL my roast- 
beef! Don’t sleep thru anymore 
classes. Nice alarm. SPIKE! 
Clean my towels! L 
-Chris—Dam flannel sheets, it’s 
140 degrees in here. Was it teen 
or twenty pounds? GUH! Closet 
buddy. Eight is still the record. 
L
-7th floor Freeman-you guys 
are the best! Thanks from the 
girl with the pink slippers. 
-Elliot-LBI is lookin better and 
better! No ropes, though, they 
give me a rash!! luv Ms. Colony 
4
-Wilks—Welcome to MSC. I 
hope you like it! Get ready for 
a great time-even if we go solo 
for Homecoming! Love ya, Kim 
-Kim—sorry I missed that one. 
I have ice. Gotta get a Gund 
and smoosh its face. Draw a real 
fish. Nice retainer. L
Gag R e fle x
-Ric, Gavino and Derek—Be 
GOOD!! “MOM” is watching! 
-Animal & Maniac-aka Niagra 
& Bambi—lock that bathroom 
door! Sade rules! We love your 
lemon, up&down the wall—Not 
even on your b-day. The credit 
card is running low-maniac-Do 
dinner.
-Everyone—Get plasticated you 
gash, so we can do work, but 
no candles. FOODLE. cool 
beans-Goya, Kidney, etc. WE 
LOVE YOU ALL-the Party 
Room
By John Paul
(?OB£ 1 o
fu B K o K B A O l y m p ic ^
-Lynn-1 love you more than you 
think. John
-Boober-Thanks for being a 
great guy. I hope this semester 
we’ll be able to get some more 
pictures from fun times ahead. 
—Lisa-Thanks for helping me 
get adjusted to the new living 
arrangements, you’re really 
great! Jennifer.
-Hey!-You’re the best thing that 
ever happened to me. I love you 
a whole lot...Me!
-To The 8th floor zoo- You guys 
are a happening bunch of dudes, 
but when is the fun going to 
start? -A Lonely Female Bohn 
Resident.
-To Mary - Okay, okay, so 
you’re not Miss America, but, 
I could never really like a Miss 
America, but, what about me, 
am I Mr. Universe or what?- 
J.M..
For Sale
-1980 Chevy Malibu good con­
dition A/C, power steering/ 
brakes, 6 cylinder, new exhaust 
$900. Call 966-2978 
-Musical Insts. 20” zildjian 
cymbal $110 with stand. 15” 
zildjian H.H. $100. Full size 
German student violin, hard 
case with bow $150. 1/4 size 
Czech violin, hard case with 
bow $80. Call 966-2978 
-81-Datson-310 Hatchback, 
tan, 4 cyl., stick shift, sun roof, 
good condition, reasonable- 
transportation. Greg 641-2333 
Ex. 221
-Hon, I know you can do it. 
Keep up the good work. Jane. 
-Tammi- Thanks for all the 
great times over the past year. 
It’s been the time of my life. I 
love you forever. Our love is 
something special, don’t ever 
change, I ’m yours forever. 
Bryan
-Lisa- Good luck in the elec­
tions. I love you always, Ian.
-DEREK—DEE “Dr. D”-The 
Bounty Hunter. You better 
hang with us more ’cause we 
don’t know what else to write. 
Whatnot! 3D
-Jennifer—Your pictures will be 
front page next week if you 
don’t cook me dinner soon! 
Anxiously awaiting, John. 
-E-N-C- Yes it’s pms, but your 
so far away. ME
—Laura-The bug-you whale! 
Nice fall-that second day!-I bet 
Dad loved those bottles in the 
fridge. You are one of the two 
best roommies—Chris 
-Kim-BABBLE-Hot Dog! I’m 
sorry! NYC. CANNONBALL! 
I’m Bored. I have ice! Mr. 
SOCIAL! Look, it’s...CVS! 
You are the o ther best 
roommie-Chris 
-Rick—Wow! You Stud! Blue is 
better than red. Your pipe offer 
has been denied, unless you 
consent to overtime! 3D 
-GAV—DAG! You’re King! 
Mr. Pencil meet Mr. Paper. The 
Kamikaze shake. Don’t fall 
through the bed anymore! 3D 
-GUYS-GOOD LUCK THIS 
SEASON—W E’LL BE
CHEERING FOR YA!! 3D 
-Bill-Do you like music? Thanx 
for our litter sign. We miss you 
on the weekends. Where’s the 
steam coming from?
DAVE,DAVE,DAVE,DAVE- 
-CRUSHER, 11:00 is too early 
for bed—don’t let those boys be 
kissing your cheeks. You’re king 
at pass-out! 3D
-Jayson—Kim would like her 
bed-YOU BROKE IT! YOU 
are mean! We sill get you zooted 
someday. BED HEAD. Oscil­
late the fan]! 3D 
—C H R IS -S u rf  on tables 
Much? Your cartwheels are 
corking! SNAPS! Be careful of 
those elevators, they Slam well!! 
3D
L ost
-Antique gold bracelet with 
seven small opals in design. Lost 
September 7 in Parking Lot 13 
or Partridge. Sentimental value. 
REWARD. Call Natalie, 736- 
0891.
-1 lost wallet. Black eelskin. 
Keep the cash. Visa is canceled. 
I need my I.D.’s. Call Eric at 
744-7271.
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° Listen to your favorite new
□ old Dance Rock, played by
□ professional D J’s!
Ej Proper ID & Attire required.
□ D O N T MISS IT! Open 7 Days D
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Thursday Night 
at the 
CED A R
GROVE INN
is College Night
l regular bar drinks 
& domestic beer
til j j
Pm
&
our
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O pen Rush M eeting Mon Sept. 26th 12:00 □ 
Room 402 Student Center  
You are also invited to
*PASTA NIGHT*
Free food & beverages 
Thursday Sept. 29th 6:30 
Newman Center 894 Valley Rd.
For Info call 893-5431 
APO is a class IV organization of SGA
FREE MOVIE
FURY 
TO FREEDOM
ONE MAN’S 
E N C O U N T E R  
WITH 
GOD
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 87 
AT 7PM
A whole week of fun!!!
Homecoming '88
October 10 th -15 th
Saturday,Oct. 15th 
2:00 pm
Through Upper Montclair
C.L.U.B. IS A CLASS 1 OF THE SGA, INC.
M em ories...
For the days 
to come
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Get Als and B’s for your parents, 
and a CD for yourself
Try a Macintosh today-you 
may win a Sony Discman.
Now that a new school year is 
under way, we have an idea that’ll 
make both you and your parents 
feel a bit more confident come 
finals time:
Get a Macintosh® computer to 
help with your homework.
Then you’ll never have to spend 
another all-nighter retyping a paper 
just to purge a few typos and 
dangling modifiers. You’ll be able to 
crank out assignments that look as 
though you bribed a friend in art 
school. And with an amazing new 
program called HyperCard®— which 
just happens to come packaged 
with every Macintosh — you can 
easily store, organize, and cross- 
reference research notes to your 
heart’s content.
And if that isn’t enough reason 
to look at a Macintosh today, here’s 
another:
Right now, you have three 
chances to win one of Sony’s 
Discman™ CD players— including 
the exciting Sony Pocket Discman, 
which also plays the new 3-inch 
CDs. And even if you miss out on 
the CD player, you may still win 
one of 15 Apple T-shirts. No 
strings attached— just fill out 
a registration form at the 
location listed below.
So come in and get your hands 
on a Macintosh.
If not for yourself, do it for 
your folks. ,
•
The power to be your best.™
Enter: September Sth-September 30th
The College Store
Student Center Building 
Montclair State College
Apple the Apple lugo. Hypertjrd. .«1 Mncimod, pe leveled Imkmuld. .id  "Tbe power In be you. bes" II.  lr.leira.li. üf Apple CoprpiAei, lee. Son, Distiran in  tndenu* o( Sony Gorponlion No purchise necesupr Odd, depend op number o( enlnnls See your nmpul Apple reseller lor rompiere comen deuib fine, iray rary (rum prrxluq iho»n
W3
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editorial
Quality should be jo b  one Hê'J ®  ^  T fHKE'S AlvJfHS AJoß HERE-**.
Though it comes as no great suprise to many, the Board of Trustees 
announced last Thursday the resignation of the college president, 
Dr. Donald E. Walters.
For many students the choice of a new president is no great concern, 
but before one simply ignores it, consider what Dr. Walters had 
done during his four year term.
Walters set high standards for himself, his faculty, and the students. 
These standards contributed to many different and conflicting views 
of our former president.
Some saw Walters as a man dedicated to improving the quality 
of the college by raising standards of admission and supporting the 
organization of programs such as the college honors program.
When Walters viewed the pass/fail option as one that should not 
be extended to General Education Requirement (GER) courses, the 
student body rose in uproar. Students complained of not being able 
to carry the same course loads they had carried previously. Sad tales 
of work schedules and the car payments that necessitated these 
schedules were traded among students around campus.
Others saw him as an elitist who was driving away the standard 
fare that MSC had come to expect from high schools every year. 
Students without competitive grades or SAT scores knew they were 
assured a place at MSC. Many applied to the college as a “safe” 
school, one they were confident they could attend if all else failed.
Walters sought to change this view and raise the quality of the 
students to a level that would make MSC more than a “safe” choice, 
more than an alternative.
In addition, Walters fought in a statewide campaign for the passage 
of autonomy legislation, in essence making MSC responsible not 
to the state, but to itself for budgeting.
If Walters had not pushed so hard for excellence at this institution, 
would we have been the only state college to receive two challenge 
grants totaling $6.9 million? No one can say for sure.
But why list a man’s credentials if he won’t be our president any 
longer? Simply stated, we hope the search committee that reviews 
candidates for the presidency can recognize the same qualities in 
another individual.
We don’t need a politician, we need a president who is committed 
to continuing MSC’s tradition of quality. When students speak of 
higher education, hopefully the committee will not interpret this as 
a need for taller buildings.
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Will Legalization really stop drugs?
WASHINGTON--The Economist, a well- 
respected British news magazine, is regarded as 
right of center. The National Review is, of course, 
the magazine founded by William F. Buckley, 
Jr., and to say it’s right of center is like saying 
it’s cold in Siberia. What, besides politics, do these 
publications have in common?
Both have proposed the decriminalization of 
drugs.
What? I hear you say. But you thought this 
was only Cohen’s crackpot idea. Pray, no. 
Support has come from the most unlikely 
quarters, some of it giving me second thoughts. 
My God, I say, if Buckley has been wrong about 
so much, why should this issue be any different?
And, in truth, I can’t be sure it is. The 
decriminalization of drugs would be a leap into 
the unknown. No one knows what would happen. 
We do know, however, what the situation is now 
and we have it on the testimony of some of the 
leading drug busters in the land (Secretary of 
Education Bennett, former President Nixon) that 
we are losing the war. To hear them tell it, the 
situation is out of control.
Maybe. But one thing that’s out of control 
is the rhetoric politicians use about drugs. 
Everyone wants to use the militaty to seal our 
borders, although no one knows quite how this 
would be done—and at what cost. Nixon, who 
launched the so-called War on Drugs, in one 
of those calling for the Army. He forgets that 
in Vietnam 500,000 troops could not seal South 
Vietnam from North Vietnam. (Maybe he wants 
to bomb Colombia, as he did Cambodia?)
Nixon, in fact, personifies the approach the 
country has taken on drugs. Appearing on “Meet 
The Press,” he used the direst language to describe 
the problem: “The purpose of our armed forces 
is to deal with an enemy of the United States. 
And, believe me, those that engage in selling 
drugs...are killing people just as much as an 
enemy does.”
Oh yeah, how many people? The figure 
supplied by Ethan A. Nadlemann in Foreign 
Policy magazine is 3,562 for all drugs in 1985. 
Nadlemann, a Princeton University professor, 
compares illicit drugs with two licit ones: alcohol 
and tobacco. Alcohol, he says, was the “direct 
cause” of 80,000 to 100,000 deaths and “a 
contributing cause” of on additional 100,000. As 
for tobacco, Nadelemann cites 1984 figures: 
320,000 deaths.
Of course, fatalities are not the only cost to 
society of drugs. Crime is another. But Nadle- 
mann’s comparison is apt. The United States has 
come to terms with alcohol. After seeing
prohibition fail, the drug was decriminalized. We 
distinguish between consumption and abuse, set 
standards for its manufacture (when you buy 
scotch, you get scotch) and placed restrictions 
on the drug, such as prohibiting its sale to minors. 
The system has not worked perfectly (there are 
about 18 million alcohol abusers or alcoholics) 
and maybe not even well, but realism has 
prevailed: We live with alcohol.
Decriminalization of drugs might bring about 
the same result. We would still have addicts. We 
would still have a drug problem. Kids would 
manage to get their hands on drugs—just as they 
do booze. But we would learn to distinguish 
between use and abuse and between different 
drugs. (Marijuana, for instance, kills no one, but 
it’s sometimes sold by dealers who have an 
incentive to encourage heroin use.)
The government could set standards so that 
overdoses would be rare and—most important— 
reduce the price of the stuff so that it would no 
longer be such a profitable enterprise for 
criminals. Say what you will about the decrim­
inalization of alcohol, it has rid the nation of 
bootleggers.
There is really no such thing as a victimless 
crime. But crimes in which the victim is 
complicitous are almost impossible to eradicate. 
A robbery victim will call the police. A drug buyer 
will not. Crackdowns invariably result in the 
action being moved elsewhere—up the street, in 
the case of street sales; from Florida to Texas, 
when it comes to drug smuggling. Except when 
it comes to encouraging criminal activity, the 
present drug policy has been a bust.
Illicit drugs are a public-health problem. So 
is alcohol. But unlike alcohol, drugs are treated 
primarily as a criminal problem. The remedy 
proposed by most politicians amounts to more 
of the same-more police, more military, more 
and stiffer jail sentences. In Medellin, Colombia, 
the drug czars must be laughing themselves sick. 
They can get high just on the pronouncements 
of American politicians.
Failure is a bitter pill but, once taken, at least 
we can move on. When I called the National 
Review to check my memory (“Did you really 
endorse the decriminalization of drugs?”), I was 
told “endorse” was not the right word. “Propose” 
was—as in “it’s worth thinking about.” My 
sentiments, exactly.
Richard Cohen is a syndicated columnist with 
the Washington Post Writers Group.
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Professor differs with SG A president
Reverse racism vs. pure racism
To the editor:
Tom Mergola wrote last week 
of Senator Wynona Lipman’s 
“unmitigated gall” in referring 
to  what Mergola terms “the 
track coach incident” of last 
Spring as an example of racial 
conflict.
Mergola suggested Lipman 
“ought to get her facts straight,” 
but himself fails to state the facts 
as he sees them.
I am far from wanting to 
defend Lipman. But I followed 
this incident carefully in the 
press. Let me summarize what 
seem to me to be the “facts” as 
they emerged.
Some MSC faculty and stu­
dents attacked the hiring of a 
black applicant, Mr. John Blan­
ton, over a white one, Vic 
Mizzone, as an example of 
something called “reverse ra­
cism.” However, no evidence to 
support this charge was ever 
printed in the articles on the 
subject that I saw, whether in 
The Montclarion or elsewhere.
The piece of information 
which was made public — that 
the Administration chose not to 
hire the candidate ranked high­
est by a faculty committee — can 
hardly be counted as evidence 
of “reverse racism,” since (1) this 
has occurred many times at 
MSC without such charges 
being raised; and (2) it is clear 
from the fact that the faculty 
committee had to pick three 
candidates that this might 
occur. (Both Mr. Benton and
Mr. Mizzone were among the 
top three candidates).
Charges of “racism” and ol 
“reverse racism” are so serious 
that they should never be made 
without the presentation of full 
evidence, carefully presented. 
Those who brought the “reverse 
racism” charge cerrtainly had 
ample access to the press and 
every opportunity to present 
their evidence. That they never 
did so strongly suggests their 
case is very weak, and they 
know it.
It appeared to me then, and 
still does today, that “the track 
coach” case was more probably 
an example, not of “reverse 
racism,” but of racism pure and 
simple. Since no evidence was 
presented, those who made the 
inflammatory charge of “reverse
racism” seem to think that the 
hiring of a black candidate over 
a white one was illegitimate or 
immoral on the face of it, with 
no proof of the charge of 
“reverse racism” even being 
necessary.
If it is not anti-black racism 
to suggest that the hiring of a 
black over a white candidate is 
prima facie evidence of “reverse 
racism,” I don’t know what 
racism is.
The mass media deserves crit­
icism as well for the way in 
which they echoed or gave 
publicity to the charge of “re­
verse racism,” without demand­
ing evidence or pointing out, in 
their articles, the lack of it. I’m 
sorry to have to include The 
Montclarion in this criticism,
since I am one of their strongest 
supporters.
In short: the charge of “re­
verse racism” was touted about 
at MSC and elsewhere, and then 
dropped without the evidence 
for the chance to examine the 
validity of the charge for them­
selves. This whole affair stinks 
of racism. Until Mr. Mergola, 
and those who raised the charge 
in this irresponsible manner, set 
forth their evidence publicly, 
some of the stink will stick to 
them.
Grover Furr 
Assistant Professor o f  English
Tommy talks
Candidates avoid college vote
M inorities lack
representation
To the Editor:
After reading over and over 
the article by Tommy Mergola, 
Sept. 15, 1988 entitled “Unmit­
igated Gall Ruins Commence­
ment Ceremony.”, I felt inclined 
to respond to some of the 
questions Tommy wants 
answers to!
First, to believe that racism 
does not exist, on M.S.C.’s 
campus is blind ignorance. If 
there are people who entertain 
the farce that this campus is free 
of this degrading and terrible 
problem, then he or she needs 
to talk with any of the multi­
culture, multi-ethnic groups on 
this campus.
It doesn’t take much to see 
that MSC does have a problem 
with providing adequate repres­
entation of all races. I do agree, 
we have a unique and diverse 
blend of cultures and races, but 
very often “direct representa­
tion” in the classrooms, the 
S.G.A., and the Administration 
is lacking.
I believe that if it wasn’t lor 
certain departments here on 
campus (i.e. Residence Life, 
Student Activities, Student 
Center...) providing a great deal 
of proactive/ preventive training 
this campus would not be as 
harmonious as Tom proclaims.
Tommy, with all due respect, 
if MSC was as utopic and free 
of racial problems as you state, 
we would be able to set a 
precedence. We could sell our 
success to people all over the 
world and end this deplorable 
act and make a lot of money!
I challenge you to not spend 
a meager six minutes to discuss 
real racial problems here at 
MSC, but spend 60 minutes or 
6 hours discussing this issue in 
an open forum. You may not 
believe what you will hear!
Paul B. Lucas 
Senior/  Mathematics
It’s that time again. Cool- 
breezes, autumn leaves, cam­
paign promises. Campaign 
promises? That’s right, it’s an 
election year. Your thoughts 
should now be directed toward 
the political races on the local, 
state and national levels.
Those politicians, such as 
Pete Dawkins and Frank Lau- 
tenberg, want your vote. To get 
it, they’re supposed to act 
concerned about your needs 
and show their support by 
visiting your campus. They’re 
supposed to send their cam­
paign managers and represen­
tatives to various colleges and 
universities to drum up student 
support. Well, where are they?
Maybe the fact that only 17 
percent of all eligible students 
actually vote allows these pol­
iticians to think they should 
concentrate elsewhere in their 
quest for voter turnout. Maybe 
they feel that students just don’t 
care enough to vote and make 
a difference. Or maybe they 
realize that students are simply 
too intellectual and want the 
promises cast aside to reveal the 
real issues.
Whatever the reason, it seems 
they’re reluctant to face our 
concerns without all the unne­
cessary political jargon.
For example, I received a 
phone call regarding an invita­
tion to lunch with senate hope­
ful Pete Dawkins (R). I was 
asked how I stood on the 
Dawkins campaign.
What I was basically and 
cleverly being asked was would 
I vote for Dawkins. When I 
responded that my political 
stance as an SGA president was 
non-partisan, that lunch invita­
tion was withdrawn.
It was clear to me that as a 
student leader, unless you sup­
ported the Dawkins campaign, 
you could not have the privilege 
to meet with someone that 
might represent you in public 
office. Since my non-partisan 
approach didn’t please those 
invitation senders, I guess my 
concerns and those of my peers 
at MSC just don’t m atter 
enough to warrant a meeting, 
let alone lunch.
An example of reluctancy 
from the Dawkins’group is their 
educational stance, or lack of, 
in this case. Upon meeting with 
the Dawkins’ constituency this 
summer, I constantly requested 
information on his educational 
platform. I was told that the 
entire educational viewpoint 
from Dawkins would be re­
leased as soon as possible.
To this day, the Dawkins 
campaign has released minimal 
information on this issue, while-
touting in the Dawkins’ tele­
vised commercials that he was 
once a teacher.
And what’s Frank Lauten- 
berg’s excuse? Several SGAs 
across the state have banded 
together to get the two to agree 
on a debate or political forum 
sponsored by students. Every 
time that Dawkins has agreed 
and committed to a date and 
place, Lautenberg bows out, 
claiming some conflict with his 
scheduling.
Come on, Frank and Pete; 
cut us some slack and let’s make 
this election year something 
today’s students can look back 
upon with some sense of history.
This all leads me to implore 
you, the student, to register, 
vote and be heard. The SGA 
will be there to assist you. Keep 
your eyes open next week for 
information about the voter 
registration drive being spon­
sored by the SGA.
Tommy Mergola is president o f  
the SGA
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She left everything 
she knew and entered a 
world few have ever seen
Some say she went 
too far.
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COMING TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU SEPTEMBER 3 0 m
► art, DRAFTING & DESIGN STUDENTS,
Wfe have the Tools 
for your Success.
Bring your Back to 
School lists to 
Koenig Art Emporium 
where you'll find 
everything you 
need from brushes, 
pads, paints, & 
T-squares to tables, 
lamps & chairs.
Willowbrook Mall 
890-0303
Discount w /M .S.C . I.D.
Open 7 days
Eupam m r
Artist Supplies • Custom Framing
APPLICATIONS FOR:
King AND Queen
STILL AVAILABLE
IN
C.L.U.B. OFFICE —RM 112 D S.C. ANNEX  
o* STUDENT CENTER INFO DESK
TO JIM LANGHAM 
C.L.U.B. OFFICE
DEADLINE: SEPT 28tTH
PICTURES AVAILABLE FROM LA CAMP ANA rm. I l l  S.C.
ON SEPT. 19TH—ZOTH
C.L.U.B. is a CLASS I of the S6 A
By Matt Mendres
Correspondent
This past Saturday saw the 
gathering of five of the world’s 
best drummers in Memorial 
A uditorium , as M odern  
Drummer Magazine presented 
Drum Festival ’SS.
The day-long event left hardly 
a seat unfilled as drummers, 
percussionists and fans from as 
far away as Jerusalem, Israel 
gathered to learn from, and 
enjoy the performances of, some 
of music’s top players.
The show began with an 
appearance from legendary 
drum m er/percussionist Carl 
Palmer. Best known for his 
work with Emerson, Lake and 
Palmer and Asia, he entertained 
questions from the audience and 
dem onstrated various tech­
niques and excersises for better . 
playing.
Always enthusiastic and ex­
hibiting a wry English sense of 
humor, Palmer commented on 
the “animalistic” nature of the 
instrument and climaxed his 
segment with a thunderous solo 
that left jaws hanging wide 
open.
Following Palmer was West 
Coast studio whiz Harvey 
Mason who, before saying a 
word to the crowd, sat down 
and performed an alternately 
subtle and not-so-subtle piece of 
playing. He went on to play 
along with recorded tracks from
Brat pack 
young guns
By Karen Fedorock
Correspondent______________
The Western returns in the 
summer film Young Guns. It’s 
the familiar tale of Billy the Kid 
and his band of desperadoes 
with the Hollywood Brat Pack 
style.
Emilio Estevez (The Break­
fast Club) stars as the wicked 
and nutty Billy the Kid. He 
brings out the dangerous and 
unhinged quality of the famous 
outlaw while making Billy look 
like a victim of unfortunate 
circumstances, although he is a 
juvenile delinquent who kills for 
thrills and revenge.
Kiefer Sutherland plays the 
romantic and vu lnerable poet, 
Doc, who is in love with a young 
beautiful Japanese slave Yen 
Sun.
Doc is both a charming and 
sensitive poet-outlaw  who 
wants nothing but to leave the 
gang for a life of love, peace and 
freedom.
The rest of the cast consists 
of Lou Diamond Phillips (La 
Bamba) who portrays the 
wacky Mexican-Indian knife- 
fighter and Estevez’s brother
Drum Festival 118 scored big with 
and Palmer.
an upcoming George Benson 
album, and explained his use of 
triggering digitally-sampled 
sounds from his acoustic drums.
Next up was a relatively new 
star on the drumming scene, 
Dennis Chambers, who amazed 
with his speed and intensity on 
the drum set. Chambers, who 
is currently playing with fusion 
guitarist John Scofield, took 
requests from those in the 
audience and drew a few laughs 
when he revealed that he wasn’t
draws its 
in Western
Charlie Sheen (Wall Street). 
Surprisingly, Sheen was cast in 
a minor role, however, which 
provided the audience with a 
character that gave the film a 
breath of fresh air.
The sets and costumes for 
Young Guns were realistic and 
actually captured the magnet­
ism of the old West. However, 
there was something missing 
from this film. Maybe it was the 
fact that it never possessed the 
careful storytelling of a tradi­
tional Western.
Young Guns neither illustrat­
ed the violent, vigilante theme 
of a Clint Eastwood film, nor 
did the film contain the suspens- 
ful, supporting the bad guy 
theme of Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid. It portrayed too 
much Hollywood style with the 
sound track of a music video.
Young Guns demonstrated 
no foresight beyond the movie’s 
theme of the outlaws’ violence. 
However, it was entertaining 
and the cast presented compe­
tent, memorable performances. 
Although Young Guns is not 
the best Western created, it is 
worth the money to see.
music fans of Smith, Erskine
actually using the drum pedals 
of the company that he was 
endorsing.
After a brief intermission, the 
clinic continued with a perfor­
mance from New Jersey’s own 
Peter Erskine. Erskine, who is 
the au thor of Modern 
Drummer's Jazz Workshop 
column as well as his own book, 
spoke about his feelings about 
jazz in general and drumming 
in particular.
He said that the role of the
drummer was to “make the 
music feel good, and to make 
the musicians making the music 
feel good.”
Formerly with Weather Re­
port and currently a solo artist, 
Erskine expressed his interest in 
“ improvised instrum ental 
music” and stressed the impor­
tance of clarity in one’s playing.
Rounding out the event was 
a special performance from
Steve Smith and his jazz/rock 
band, Vital Information. Rec­
ognized for his work with jazz 
violinist Jean-Luc Ponty and 
Journey, Smith turned his seg­
ment more into a concert than 
a clinic, as he and the rest of 
the five-piece band ripped 
through selections from the 
band’s past and current record­
ings.
The one-hour-plus perfor­
mance brought a standing ova­
tion from the audience, which 
had been there for over seven 
hours by that point.
Drum Festival *88 was also 
marked by special appearances 
by Anton Fig (Frehly’s Comets, 
The World’s Most Dangerous 
Band) and Rod Morgenstein 
(voted best progessive rock 
drummer in MD's 1988 Read­
er’s Poll), both of whom drew 
winning tickets for various door 
prizes.
Noted session player Danny 
Gottlieb was also on hand to 
present the 1988 Hall of Fame 
Award to renowned drummer/ 
teacher/author Joe Morello, 
who received a generous 
amount of applause from the 
audience.
By the end of the day, a very 
satisfied crowd was left to 
compare notes and to look 
forward to Drum Festival ’89. 
As informative and educational 
as it was entertaining, there is 
no doubt that this year’s gath­
ering is going to be one tough 
act to follow.
Vintage guitars: true treasures
By Dominic Pandiscia
Correspondent_______
On September 10 & 11 The 
1988 New York Guitar Show 
made its way to 12th Street 
in Greenwich Village. This 
annual event provides one 
with the chance to play 
vintage guitars and the satis­
faction of giving to charity. 
This year, the guitar shbw 
was held as a benefit for the 
Aids Resource Foundation 
for Children.
For a mere six dollars, one 
got the opportunity to see 
and play dream guitars, get 
a cool Elvis stamp on the 
hand, and give money to help 
solve the growing problem of 
children bom with AIDS.
In addition to some great 
sounding guitars, the show 
provided its attendants with 
the priceless opportunity to 
talk with others with a com­
mon love; music! Even Billy 
Gibbons (guitarist) of ZZ 
Top showed up for some 
“down-hom e” jam s and 
sweet guitars.
Because of the size of the
show, guitarists were able to 
purchase a vintage guitar at 
reasonable prices. Guitars 
which sell for upwards of 
$10,000 over the counter 
were available to the public 
for as little as $1,500.
These prices were not the 
only deals which were offered 
to the public; at one table, 
one could purchase a packet 
of actual grass from Grace- 
land or a bottle of Mississippi 
River water.
“So what,” you ask? Okay, 
you’re right; so what, but the 
table did exemplify the 
friendly, open and generally 
fun attitude of most of the 
people in attendance.
Guitars such as vintage ‘57 
Stratocasters and ‘59 Sun­
burst Les Paul’s were wides­
pread but the real (and truly 
affordable) treasures of the 
show lied within the bizarre 
realm of “innovative” crafts­
manship. Such creations as 
the all- aluminum guitar, and 
the see-through electic violin 
were prime for the picking.
This reporter purchased a 
home-made Telecaster which 
plays like a dream and
sounds like the end of the 
world for a mere $50. Other 
such “buys” were wides­
pread. Some tables had box 
after box of used effects, 
cables, microphones, pick­
ups, etc. for five to twenty 
dollars. Most tables, howev­
er, specialized in the rare and 
hard to find.
The show aiso provided 
the oppurtunity to play the 
collectable guitars in the 
country. Dealers came from 
as far as Texas and Rhode 
Island to sell their guitars at 
the show. The variety of 
dealers spurned competitive 
price-slashing and a great 
cross-section of vintage gui­
tars which are still available 
for purchase today.
Overall, the show was a 
success and left this reporter 
looking forward to next 
year’s installment of the New 
York Guitar ShQw.
If anyone is interested in 
giving a donation to the 
AIDS Resource Foundation 
for Children, they can cor­
respond with the organiza­
tion at 182 Rooseville 
Avenue, Newark, New Jer­
sey 07107. _________
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Nolan’s Notes
By Jarrett Nolan
Artists amaze at Amnesty
Hello and welcome to another edition of Nolan’s Notes. Phil 
Collins makes his movie debut in the starring role of Buster, 
a notorious British criminal. There’s a soundtrack from the 
movie on which he recorded 4 songs. “A Groovy Kind of Love 
is on the soundtrack and not a new solo or Genesis album...More 
on Phil: He went to the three remaining Beatles and Yoko Ono 
to get permission to use a Beatles’ song to put on the 
aforementioned soundtrack. The four of them agreed with no 
problem. But lawyers for Michael Jackson, who owns the rights 
to the Beatles’ songs, said “No.” C’mon, Mike! If you can sell 
to Nike, you could have sold to PhilL.Bobby McFerrin’s “Don’t 
Worry, Be Happy” becomes the first acapella single ever to 
top the Billboard Hot 100 charts. He just kicked out Guns 
N’ Roses. Ain’t the U.S.’ musical tastes funny?...Elton John’s 
at the Garden on Oct. 17 and 18. At press time, he sold out 
both days and they may be thinking about adding more dates. 
Details as they develop.
Mini-Notes: Duran Duran is back with “I Don’t Want Your 
Love,” the first single from their album Big Thing! due in stores 
on Oct. 18...Jimmy Page had to delay his tour due to recent 
abdominal surgery...R.E.M. has a best-of compilation out soon 
to be followed up by a new album on Warner Bros....Did all 
you Bon Jovi fans get his album yet? No?!! What are you 
waiting for? It was released on Monday (19).
Mini-Notes 2: From the “lacking originality” file, the videos 
for “Addicted to Love” was cute; “I Didn’t Mean to Turn You 
On” was tolerable; but “Simply Irresistible” is simply irritatable. 
It’s time for a change, Palmer...The answer to last trivia week’s 
question: Two blues artists from the early 1900’s, Pink Anderson 
and Floyd Council. This week’s question: What is the real name 
of Professor Winston O. Boogie? think about it...Until next 
week...Reminder: HOT 103 moves over to 97.1 today. Tune 
in.
By Raymond Ecke
and Kris Roome
The chimes of freedom rang 
quite clear in Philadelphia 
M onday, as the Amnesty 
Human Rights Now tour made 
its only East Coast area stop at 
the John F. Kennedy Arena.
The show which featured; 
Peter Gabriel, Tracy Chapman, 
Sting and Bruce Springsteen 
and the E Street Band, got 
under way around 5 p.m. with 
a suprise performance by folk 
legend Joan Baez.
Standing alone center stage a 
young and obviously a little 
nervous Chapman began the 
eight and a half hour show.
In a set that included songs 
like “Fast Car” and “Talkin 
’Bout a Revolution” she truly 
set the mood for what was 
forthcoming.
I only wish that Chapman 
had used a full band. In a small 
club the acoustic guitar would 
have sufficed but with a crowd 
as large as the one at JFK, some 
of her message may have lost 
its impact.
Beginning with “ King of 
Pain,” Sting performed like a 
man with a cause. Looking 
quite dapper, the ex-policeman
played many of his more pol­
itical songs like “If You Love 
Somebody Set Them Free” and 
“They Dance Alone.” During 
the latter he was joined by 
Gabriel who helped out on 
vocals.
At the end of Sting’s set he 
was joined by Springsteen who 
suprised everyone with a remar­
kable version of “Every Breath 
You Take.”
Gabriel was introduced by 
Springsteen who called Gabriel 
a constant source of inspiration 
during the whole tour.
W ithout a doubt Gabriel 
turned in the most intense and 
creative performance of the 
evening. Many of his songs are 
the essence of the cause. Songs 
like “Games Without Frontiers” 
where Gabriel sang while he and 
the band marched military style 
around the stage added to the 
already prevalent feeling of anti­
war.
“Biko,” a song about the 
murdered South African leader 
was truly a sight to behold. With 
a tear in his eye Gabriel said 
“the rest is up to you.” He 
turned his microphone towards 
the audience and walked off the 
stage while the crowd continued 
to chant the final words of the 
song.
If Gabriel was the conscience 
of the show then Springsteen 
was the heart. Sporting six 
earrings in his left ear and one 
in his right, he played with more 
muscle than on any of the 
Tunnel o f  Love tour dates.
A Boss set would not be 
complete without a few suprises 
and this one had two. First, 
Sting joined in for a wonderful 
version of “The River” and later 
he played “Jungle Land,” which 
he hasn’t played since 1980.
The show was capped off with 
all of the performers together 
singing Bob Marley’s classic 
“Stand Up For Your Rights.” 
It was a fitting end to an 
amazing day of music and 
awareness.
Tune into the 
Arts pages next 
week for an up 
close and per­
sonal interview 
with ex-Go Go 
Jane Weidlin.
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SERVICE
3 6 8 -3 9 3 4
5BBB6BB
The American Express* Card gets an outstanding welcome 
virtually anywhere you shop, whether its for a leather jacket 
or a leather-bound classic. Whether you're bound for 
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college 
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about 
everything you'll want
H ikaui 
SsKH-xm' » 
■  smktN
How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we 
believe in your potential, we’ve made it easier 
to get thé American Express Card right now.
Whether you're a freshman, senior or 
grad student, look into our new automatic 
approval offers. For details, pick up an 
application on campas. 
Or call 1-800-THE-CARI) and ask for 
a  student application 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Ijeave School Without It.-"
H elp W anted
-Waitresses/Waiters, lunch and 
dinner. Will work around your 
school schedule. Hostess/Host 
p /t nights. Call 201-773-2110. 
-Retail Sales: Princeton Ski 
Shop in Paramus seeks sales 
persons full and p/t. Flexible 
schedule. Good pay for expe­
rienced individuals. Call 843- 
3900.
-Business Majors: Money earn­
ing business opportunity possi­
ble financial indépendance 
within 6-7 years. No selling or 
stocking useless products. Call 
746-8545. Leave message. 
-Female model needed by free­
lance p /t  photographer. No 
nudity. No exp. necessary. Flex, 
hours. $15 p /h r. 823-8750. 
Bayonne, N.J.
-Students and clubs to join the 
’S S -^  student traval services 
sales team. Earn cash and/or 
FREE W inter and Spring 
BREAK vacations. Travel with 
the best to our exciting ski and 
sun destinations. For more info, 
call 1-800-648-4849.
-Banquet waiters and 
waitresses-p/t, less than 2 miles 
from campus, flex, hours. Call 
Friar Tuck Inn after 5 p.m. 239- 
4500.
-Flexible hours in Wayne, p/t, 
day hours, must have car. No 
exp. necessary. $6.00 p/hr. after 
training, plus bonuses. Cleaning 
homes. Guys welcome. Call 
201-838-8298.
-P /T  receptionist wanted for 
Marlin Commercial Bankers in 
Totowa. Personable and attrac­
tive manners in office and on 
telephone. Call 201-890-9333. 
Ask for John Maheam.
-International Public/ Govern­
ment Affairs firm wants first- 
rate undergrate INTERNS. 
Background in business, com­
munications, journalism, PR, 
marketing, poli-sci, or history. 
Must have car. Send resume to 
Barbara Matus, Holt, Russ, and 
Yulism, 2035 Lincoln Highway, 
Edison, N.J. 08817 
-Babysitter for 2 year old in my 
home. Friday’s, 12 noon to 4:30 
pm. Transportation to and from 
campus provided. See Julie 
Marchini, Life Hall, A 128 C. 
x5224.
-Messengerrs wanted - p /t ana 
full time positions. Great pay. 
Work for yourself. Call 744- 
2005.
-Delivery person wanted, p/t. 
Easy job, great tips. Call 744- 
6606 or 744-5304.
-All majors: earn money, gain 
experience. Computer expe­
rienced students needed to 
become Lab Assistants for the 
Spring semester. Applications 
available in Richardson 
W110A.
-Drivers wanted: Dom ino’s 
Pizza. Full/P/T , earn $8-12 p/ 
hr. Upper Montclair: 744-0006.
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happenings
Studio Theatre Series
Samuel Beckett’s classic Waiting For Godot opens the 1988- 
89 season at MSC.
The production opens Thurs., Sept. 22 and runs through 
Sat., Sept. 24, as well as, Thurs., Sept. 29 through Sat., Oct. 
I. Performances will be at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.
Ticket prices are: standard, senior citizen, MSC faculty, and 
alumni $2; students with MSC ID $1. The box office opens 
at 7:30 p.m. on the nights of the performance. For further 
information, call 893-5112.
Art forum lecture series
Beginning on Sept. 8, the Art Forum Lecture Series will 
resume its free Thurs. afternoon presentations by working artists 
and professionals in the Calcia Fine Arts Building Auditorium. 
From 3 to 5 p.m., the series features experts giving presentations 
on various art forms.
Among the professional artists to appear are Lori Lindenfield, 
fiber artist; Ed Ruda, abstract painter; Sandi Fellman, artist/ 
photographer; Deidre Bibby, curator of American art; Nancy 
Bowen, sculptor; and Pat Oleszko, performance artist. For more 
information, call Patricia Lay 893-4307.
Chapman art exhibit
Painting, ceramic sculpture, handblown glass and photo­
graphy are just a few of the diverse media plied by former 
MSC professor M. Anne Chapman during her lifetime. An 
exhibition of her work in these and other media is now on 
display in the College Art Gallery, Life Hall.
The exhibition will be open to the public Tues. through Sat. 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Fri. and Sat. from 1 p.m. to 5 
p.m. through Oct. 5. Further information can be obtained from 
the gallery’s director, Lorenzo Pace, at 893-5113.
j .... . E ' Ü I I I I  BM
A t the theatre
<§
M A X .
and CLUB 
PRESENT:
E D D I E  M U R P H Y
C A T C H  H I M  I N  T H E  A C T  
U N C E N S O R E O  U N C U T  I R R E S I S T I B L Y . . .
Students rehearse for 
Studio Theatre Series 
presentation of Waiting 
for Godot.
M A X . M A X — MAX— M A X —
RAW %
T  H C O N C E R T  M O V I
Sept. 26th Monday 
7 pm &  9 pm 
Student Center Bllrms. 
$1.00 w/ID $1.50 w/o ID
TW O LUCKY WINNERS 
will take home a 
theatre-size poster!
B.S.C.U. &  C.L.U.B. are Class 
One Organizations of
the SGA
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567 BLOOMFIELD AVE.«VERONA NJ 239-9633
$ 7 5  S E M E S T E R
NEW LY
R E N O V A TE D
1 month $35
2 months $65
3 months $85
Open 7 days 
M-F: 5 AM-Midnight 
Sat: 9 AM -7 PM 
Sun: 9 AM -5 PM
(201) 239-9633
567 Bloomfield ave. Verona N J 07044
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Records third and fourth shutouts
Stahl leads hooters past Sony Brook, Jersey City
By Ian Saarmann
Staff Writer
One thing is certain about the 
the 1988 MSC soccer team. As 
goalie Jim Stahl goes, so go the 
Indians.
Stahl has recorded four shu­
touts in the young season, and 
it is by no coincidence that the 
Indians have a record of 4-2- 
2. This fact is not overlooked 
by Coach Masur.
“Jim’s come on real well for 
us.” Coach Masur said. “He’s 
always had the potential; but 
not the right motivation. At 
summer camp his play became 
much sharper. Now that he’s 
playing every day, his intensity 
has grown and he has become 
a real leader for the team.”
Stahl has been so good that 
Coach Masur has developed a 
small concern. It is the the type 
of concern that a coach can live 
with, however.
“It bothers me a little that we 
have not won a game when the 
other team has scored,” Coach 
Masur said. “I’d like to see the 
team respond in a more positive 
way when an opponent scores.”
Coach Masur didn’t get a 
chance to see that this week,
The MSC defense assists goalie Jim Stahl in keeping the ball out of the net. Stahl has recorded 
four shutouts this year.
however, because the Indians 
shut out both Stony Brook and 
Jersey City State.
Rob Chesney scored a goal 
and added two assists to lead 
MSC to a 4-0 win at Jersey City 
on last night.
Vinny McGowan opened the
scoring for the Indians, and his 
goal was followed by Chesney’s 
tally. The Indians took a 2-0 
lead into halftime, and put the 
game out of reach early in the 
second half with two quick 
goals.
Freshman Louie Ken-Kwofie
There are
and Scott Logan finished off the 
scoring and gave some of the 
younger players a chance for 
some valuable playing time.
“Overall, we played well,” co­
captain Mike Nothofer said. 
“We’re starting to develop some 
_  consistency and everyone is 
_ contributing. That’s* what were 
. going to need in the long run.” 
Last Monday, the Indians 
traveled to Stony Brook for a 
game with the Patriots. Ches­
ney’s goal at 35:36 of the first 
half held up as the Indians beat 
the Patriots 1-0. Stahl had eight
T em porary
E m p loym en t
to u?ork
P rin ceton  Ski Shop's
¡Giant Stadium  Ski Sale if 
tlouem ber 5*13
Day and Evening 
Hours.
Flexible Schedule 
High Pay!
Call(20l) 843-3900
—  ■  ■  M m m M JM jm tm — m  m m m
saves for MSC and the tough 
Indian defense recorded anoth­
er shutout.
Midfielder Bobby Brig suf­
fered a broken nose and a third 
degree concussion after being 
headed by an opponent right 
before halftime. The junior is 
expected to recover and be back 
in the Indian lineup shortly.
The Indians host Stockton on 
Friday, September 23rd with a 
high school game between 
Kearney H.S. and Montclair 
H.S. preceding that.
Errors last week
In last week’s issue of The 
Montclarion, the calendar of 
activities incorrectly lists CLUB 
as showing the movie “Raw” on 
Sept. 2 to Sept. 6. The correct 
date is Sept. 26, from 7 p.m. 
to 9 p.m.
The Montclarion regrets any 
confusion this error may have 
caused.
three million 
Americans 
alive today 
who have had 
cancer. And now 
one out of two 
cancer patients 
get well!
Join us with your 
generous contributions of 
money and time.
Commemoratilo
Years of Life!
Join us
Co-captain Mike Nothofer of the MSC soccer team. Nothofer 
is an integral part of the team, as his experience and talent is 
vital to the team’s success. Nothofer joins Rob Chesney as captain 
this year, and they, along with Head Coach Dave Masur, have 
done a fine job molding the young team.
BLOOM COUNTY by Bcrke Breathed
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
IUM&timNP 
HOU.WOOP 
WORKS PUMb \ V
7mst uNes
BLOOM COUNTY
scalp Tr&moem:..
OPEN
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by Berke Breathed
..vus tmvmuy put pressure
ON PRODUCTION.
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Come meet the sisters of
PHI SIGMA SIGMA
National Sorority
Rush Parties
Monday Sep. 26th 8:30-10:00pm
Wednesday Sep. 28th 8:30-10:30
Refreshments will be served 
All females are eligible
IEE is a class IV organization 
of the SGA
BWBnrararagggBcaiiggwaBiMBiigiaiacgBgiaiagiciiciHnitapn^ iinBflcn^ BM^ ^^^^pflBlSl!
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Chesney receives 
Montclarion honor
By Mary Carlomagno
Staff Writer
Returning to the soccer field 
last week after a two game 
absence was junior co-captain 
Rob Chesney.
Chesney, who was suffering 
from a viral infection, came 
back M onday and scored 
MSC’s only goal against Stony 
Brook, putting an end to a two- 
game Indian winless streak and 
earning him this week’s Athlete 
of the Week honors.
“Rob started out having a 
great season, but then he was 
sidelined. We suffered a tie to 
NJIT, which was a mental 
letdown, and then a loss to 
R'utgers Camden. W ithout 
Rob, we were missing some 
leadership,” said Head Coach 
Dave Masur.
The Indians are a young 
team, as their roster includes 
five freshman. Chesney, with 
three years of experience, offers 
leadership and sets an example 
for the younger players.
“The team has a lot of talent. 
Hopefully we will be able to put 
everything together, hit the right
combinations and have a win­
ning season.” said Chesney.
Team unity will be a major 
factor for a winning season. 
Chesney attributed the Indian 
success to the combination of 
Coach Masur's new system and 
team unity.
Coach Masur is in his second 
coaching season at MSC. He 
feels that given leadership and 
composure, the team will be 
able “to play the kind of soccer 
we are capable of.”
As far as what the season 
holds, Chesney feels very con 
fident.
“We have a shot to win the 
conference. The teams to beat 
are Kean, Glassboro, and Tren­
ton. We just have to go there 
with the attitude that we ha ve­
to beat everyone,” he said.
The team ’s schedule has 
many home games remaining, 
and Chesney hopes that fans 
will come out and be supportive.
Chesney stated, “ It takes 
unity. Everyone working to ­
gether is essential. What is most 
im portant is to maintain u 
positivewinning attitude.”
THE STUDEUT HITRAIIIURAL and 
LEISURE COimClL presents:
Class 1 of SQA
" O p e n  H o u s e "
For all Ulontclair Students interested 
in participating and/or planning 
intramural sports.For more informal 
tion or any new IDEAS stop by the 
office at Room 121 in the STUDEUT 
CEUTER AUUEX.
September 28th 1988
FREE FOOD!!!
OPEU 
FROTU 
11:00 A.m. 
TO 3:00 P
sports_________
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MSC tops E. 
Stroudsburg
cont. from back page
quarterback sacks, one pass 
breakup, and a total of four 
tackles. Junior standout Paul 
Cioffi, coming off a hot game 
against Mansfield after which 
he earned defensive player of the 
week honors, racked up a team 
leading eight tackles.
Castiglia had an outstanding 
game for the special teams, 
keeping the ball away from star 
kick returner Joe McLaugh- 
lin.Castiglia also responded well 
under pressure, as with just 1:42 
showing on the clock he was 
forced to punt from inside his 
own end zone.
Castiglia was given a low 
snap which he was able to 
control, stepped to his right to 
avoid a defender, and let loose 
a 56-yard bomb. The punt left 
ESU deep in its own end where 
the MSC defense held them for 
the remainder of the game.
Castiglia also shined on a 
defensive play when he tackled 
a Warrior punt returner who 
was streaking towards the end 
zone, sending him straight up 
in the air.
Unfortunately for the Indi­
ans, the win over ESU was not 
without its price. Offensive 
lineman Joe Fernandez suffered 
a sprained ankle and is listed 
as doubtful for the upcoming 
Ramapo game. Also, transfer 
tight end Matt Kingfield is 
questionable for the Ramapo 
game due to a bruised left 
shoulder.
Indian info: The W arriors 
were coming off a banner game 
against Southern Connecticut, 
in which they prevailed, 19-9. 
Some highlights for East 
Stroudsburg were punter Todd 
M cNamee’s school record- 
breaking 78-yard boot and 
senior safety Joe McLaughlin’s 
53-yard punt return for a touch­
down...ESU holds an overall 
lead in their series with the 
Indians at 20-15, but have found 
the Indians tough to beat in the 
1980’s, as MSC holds a 7-2 
advantage...
NewTa^ SDi i r
To help you understand the new •§ 
tax law, the IRS has two new u
publications. Publication 920 °
explains changes affecting c
individuals and Publication 921 «
explains changes affecting ^
businesses. Both are free. Ask for 0 
one at any IRS office or call the J2 
IRS Tax Forms number in your 
phone book.
Conference Overall 
Record RecordTeam
Trenton St.
Kean
MSC
Glassboro St. 
Jersey City St
M m
Baffige’s ‘duck’ 
kept MSC flying
By Bryan Morytko
Staff Writer
When MSC quarterback Ed 
Baffige called “split right 55 
bangle” on third and ten from 
East Stroudsburg’s 36-yard line, 
he wasn’t exactly expecting 
what was about to occur.
The play called for Baffige to 
throw to his right, but it was 
broken up, and Baffige was 
forced to scramble as the War­
rior defense swarmed in.
Seeing receiver John Fiore 
open, Baffige lofted a pass just 
as he was crunched by a Warrior 
tackle, causing the ball to act, 
as some would say, like a 
“duck”.
The pass wasn’t pretty, but it 
was successful, as Fiore leaped 
and grabbed the Indians’ first 
touchdown of the game.
Baffige, meanwhile, lay on 
the ground, his only clue to the 
result being the roar of the 3,901 
fans.
Baffige’s second scoring pass 
of the game went to Scott Vega, 
which gave the Indians a 14-5 
lead, enough of a cushion for 
the Indians to hold on to win.
The pass to Vega came just 
three plays after Baffige hit 
sophomore receiver Frank Ma- 
riconda, who raced down the 
right sideline for a 48-yard gain 
to the ESU 20 yard line.
Baffige has played quarter­
back for championship caliber 
teams since high school. Playing
for Union High, the dominant 
team in Group IV New Jersey 
high school football, prepared 
Baffige well for the rigors of 
college ball.
While playing for Union, 
Baffige won three consecutive 
state championships, the final 
one coming in his senior season 
when he started and led the 
Farmers to a hard fought 15- 
8 victory over Roxbury.
MSC’s young quarterback 
"has started every game since 
replacing Leon Kislowski in the 
second half of last year’s opener 
versus Wagner.
Baffige completed 77 of his 
151 attempts last year for a 51% 
completion rate and racked up 
1059 yards and seven touch­
downs. This year, Baffige has 
already thrown for 279 yards 
and three touchdowns in just 
two games.
The young MSC quarterback 
has improved with every game 
and “sees good things coming 
up for the team” in this season.
Baffige also added that he 
was very happy with the win 
over what he called “one of the 
toughest teams (ESU) we’ll 
(MSC) face all year”, and cited 
a “great team effort” for the win.
He also was quick to point 
out that the team still has a big 
test in the October 2 game when 
the Indians collide head on with 
the W agner Seahawks, the 
defending Division III National 
Champions.
Placekicker Tony Colasurdo follows through on the first of his two extra points Saturday against East Stroudsburg. The Indians 
won, 14-12. . . . . . .
sports
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Review the 
replay rule
Let’s (not) see the replay The opening kickoff of Sunday’s Giants-Cowboys game 
was mishandled by Dallas’ Darryl Clack on the one-yard line. The ball rolled into the end zone, 
and Clack retrieved it and attempted to run it out. But Mark Collins tackled Clack after a few 
steps, and referee Pat Haggerty mistakenly called it a safety when it should have been a touchback. 
The Giants then went on to win the game by the margin of the safety, 12-10.
In this era of technological advances, such a blown call is not likely to escape the eyes of the 
replay official. This one did and, arguably, it cost the Cowboys the game. But one should not 
blame Haggerty, or even the replay official, Armen Terzian. The blame should go to the NFL 
for instituting the replay rule and not carrying it out 100%. Because now every close play or 
questionable call is expected to be not only reviewed, but called correctly every time. And that’s 
just not going to happen, because the officials are human and are going to make mistakes.
The point is, the replay rule stinks. Yes, there have been many instances where the replay has 
shown the initial call by the official to be incorrect, and the calls were then changed. But what 
about when there’s a late hit, holding, or even illegal motion that the officials miss? Technically, 
these are also blown calls, but since these are judgement calls, they are not subject to review (In 
actuality, isn’t every call a judgement call? Didn’t Haggerty make a split-second decision, thereby 
using his own “judgement”?).
It’s up to the NFL to either abolish the rule or modify it to ensure more consistency. As it 
stands now, it seems unlikely that the league will take a step backward and totally eliminate it. 
And that’s probably good. But if the NFL should choose to keep the rule, it should be done 
right, or not at all.
Say it ain’t so, Bobby O Disaster struck the Mets’ pitching staff yesterday afternoon 
when Bob Ojeda severely lacerated his left index finger while trimming the hedges at his home. 
Mets officials say the microsurgery performed yesterday afternoon and night to reattach the tip 
of the finger lasted 5x/i hours.
At the Meadowlands Two Penct didn’t run last week, so we’ll continue to look for 
him in moderate to high allowances against horses of his own age (two).
When workers aren't there, 
business doesn t work.
■ :,í 1
Protect your employees, 
your company, and 
yourself tram the 
personal suffering and 
financial loss of 
cancer.. .call your local 
unit of the American 
Cancer Society and ask 
for their free pamphlet, 
"Helping Your 
Employees to Protect 
Themselves Against 
Cancer." Start your 
company on a 
policy of good 
health today!
% American Catcer Society
MSC running back Scott Vega readies to catch a pass. The 
sophomore from Freehold is an important part of the Indian 
offense, as he is a threat as a runner or as a receiver. MSC will 
look for a big game from Vega Saturday, when the Indians take 
on Ramapo. For a preview, see the story (right).
Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports 
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. 
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered 
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, 
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student 
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer 
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for 
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.
1. W hat was the nickname of the O rlando team  in the 
Continental Football League?
2. W hat form er Buffalo Bills head coach noted: “Football 
is not an ad-lib game”?
3. W ho was the first player selected by the Dallas 
Mavericks in the NBA expansion draft that stocked the 
club?
4. W hat school ended O klahom a’s 31-game winning streak 
with a 13-7 trium ph in the 1951 Sugar Bowl?
5. W hat thoroughbred raced to  Triple Crown glory in 
1937?
‘IB jiu ip y  j k \ \  ■£ p iaqSaM
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Answer to last week’s stumper:
W hat was the starting backcourt for the New Orleans 
Jazz in their first ever game in 1974? Pete M aravich, Stu 
Lantz.
Submitting the correct answer was:
Bill Scheeler, Nancy Scheeler.
This week’s stumper:
W ho was the starting catcher for the Chicago W hite Sox 
| in the 1959 W orld Series?
MSC opens 
play with Ramapo
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_______________
The Indians travel to Mah- 
wah Saturday to take on Ra­
mapo in their first New Jersey 
Athletic Conference contest.
The Indians will be looking 
to win their third straight game 
of the year and their tenth 
straight dating back to last 
season.
The Roadrunners, coming off 
a 20-18 loss to Kean Saturday, 
are in search of their second win 
of the year, as they opened the 
season with a win over Stony 
Brook.
This Saturday will mark only 
the ninth time the two teams 
have met, and the Roadrunners 
are in search of their first win 
against the Indians. In fact, 
Ramapo hasn’t scored a touch­
down against MSC since 1983.
Last season, the Indians 
marched out to a 21-0 lead after 
the first quarter and a 30-0 
halftime lead enroute to a 65- 
0 romp over the Roadrunners. 
Ramapo finished the game with 
negative total yardage.
First-year Head Coach Jim 
Miceli has installed a pro­
option type offense into Rama- 
po’s attack to try to change that.
The key for Ramapo will be 
to attempt to control the line 
of scrimmage. The Indians have 
manhandled their opposition on 
both sides of the ball in their 
opening two games, both vic­
tories.
Quarterback James Grant 
has many receivers to throw to, 
including juniors Tom Bonham 
and Dave Albano. Bonham was 
the Roadrunner signal-caller 
last season.
Juniors Jeff Werthmuller and 
Tony Perez head the backfield 
for the Roadrunners, as each 
average about seven carries per 
game.
On defense, Ramapo is led by 
a strong linebacking corps, 
made up of sophomores Henry 
Niemczyk and Wallie Jennings 
and junior Joe Hudson.
Deepback Dom Pomponio 
heads a young group in the 
secondary. The junior is the 
team’s leading tackier and is the 
defense’s best in man-to-man 
coverage.
The Roadrunners will be off 
next week before travelling to 
Glassboro State on October 15. 
MSC, meanwhile, will face 
defending Division III National 
Champion Wagner in the Pride 
Bowl on October 8.
/r
Soccer team a’rollin’
The MSC soccer team has won their last two 
games, both by shutout.
See page 20.
Indians tip  E ast Stroudsburg, 14-12
¡ndiJi^rrcaptaii^D oug Robb (78)congratulates junior John Fiore after the split end caught a 36-yard touchdown pass from Ed 
Baffige Saturday at Sprague Field. The touchdown gave the Indians a 6-0 lead enroute to a 14-12 triumph over East Stroudsburg
in MSC’s home opener.
By Bryan Moreytko
Staff Writer _____
Sophomore Ed Baffige led 
the MSC football squad to their 
ninth straight victory with a 14- 
12 win over East Stroudsburg 
University Saturday at Sprague 
Field.
The MSC streak has been 
running since October 3 of last 
year, when the Indians rolled 
past Ramapo, 65-0, and has 
continued since.
The Indians' home opener 
was plagued by rain and a slight 
wind. But those fans who 
braved the cold were fortunate 
to see a very close game.
Both teams found the weath­
er to be a major factor, as the 
ball and field became extremely 
slippery. Coach Giancola's In­
dians prevailed despite the 
weather and despite the fact that 
they were playing a very respec­
table division II team in East 
Stroudsburg.
Baffige threw for two touch­
downs in the game, accounting 
for all of the scoring for the 
home team. The first score of 
the game came on a strange but 
effective 36-yard pass play, 
resulting in an MSC touch­
down.
Baffige dropped back to pass 
on the ESU 36-yard line, 
scrambled, and just as he was 
hit, let loose to receiver John 
Fiore, who leaped and came 
down with it for a score. The 
ensuing extra point by senior 
Tony Colasurdo made it 7-0, 
and MSC took that lead into 
halftime.
The Warriors scored in the 
third quarter on a field goal 
from 35 yards out and later 
benefitted from a safety when 
the snap to MSC punter Paul 
Castiglia was high and he was 
forced to run the ball out of the 
end zone.
Towards the very end of the 
quarter, MSC struck back with 
Baffige hitting Scott Vega for 
14 yards and six more points. 
The extra point kick was good, 
and the Indian lead jumped to 
14-5.
The Warriors took the ensu­
ing kickoff and began what was 
to become a 74-yard touchdown 
drive, highlighted by a 56-yard 
pass completion on a crossing 
pattern to a streaking Dennis 
Mailhot. After the extra point, 
the score stood at 14-12.
The MSC defense was led by 
senior Matt Clark, who had two 
cont. on p. 22
